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ABSTRACT 
 
Yudith. 2017. Pragmatic Study On Motivation Utterance Used By Teacher In 
Teaching Learning Process At MTsN 1 Surakarta. Thesis. English Letters Study 
Program, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
 
First Advisor:    Dra, Hj. Woro Retnaningsih, M.Pd 
Second Advisor:  Dr. Imroatus Solikhah, M.Pd 
 
Key words: Utterance, Motivation, and Teaching Learning Process. 
 
This research concern on utterance motivation that used by the teacher in 
teaching learning process. The data are taken from the activity in English teaching 
learning process. The objectives of the study is to get description concerning with 
the utterance that used by teacher to motive students and teacher means by those 
utterance motivation. 
The researcher used a descriptive qualitative method. The researcher uses a 
descriptive qualitative method because the data are in the form of word and 
sentences. The researcher is aimed at describing the facts about the object of this 
research, namely the use of motivation utterances in teaching learning process. So, 
in doing this research, she collect the data, classifies the data, analysis the data, and 
finally make a conclusion. 
The researcher carried out how the teacher’s utterance motive students in 
teaching learning activities at the second grade student of MTsN 1 Surakarta and 
what are the teacher means by those utterance. The researcher has stated the data 
are taken from the observation through all activities in the classroom during the 
learning activities in the classroom, the English Teacher, and the second grade 
students.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
H. Background of The Study 
In communication, language is very important in our lives. As 
human beings, people use language to communicate each other every day. 
Language allows people to say something each other and to express their 
communication needs. In their lives, humans use language to express their 
opinion, feeling and information to persuade other. This may happen in 
teaching learning process. 
Communication is needed for every human being in order to interact 
with other people. According to Ricards and Schmidt (1984: 4) 
communication is understood and change of information between at least 
two individuals through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols, oral and 
written or visual modes and comprehension process. As a means of 
communication, language is an effective tool to create communication since 
it play an important role to express what people want, need, and feel. The 
communication can be successful in both; the speaker and the listener are 
able to understand  each other. In expressing what people mean, they make 
utterances, and then, the speech acts are unconsciously applied 
Consequently language is phenomenon which is interesting to study. 
The language used in different media has different function and form. As 
Widdowson (1996:5) states that language is arbitrariness. It means that the 
language will always be used in any kind of forms as  people as far as people 
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who deal with it can really understand the meaning conveyed in the 
language. This becomes clearer when one comes to deep understanding that 
language is an instrument of communication. Moreover, the important thing 
is to understand of what  have talked. 
Education is one of the important part of human life. By getting 
education, people can make or change their live to be better. Every school 
will try to give education for their students well. Teaching and learning are 
process of transferring message from a message source by using media to a 
message receiver. 
In education, English has been one of the most important subject   or 
material in any educational program. The globalization of English has 
prompted continuing debate about the rule of English as a language for 
international communication. 
In learning English, there are four skills that should be mastered by 
students, they are listening, speaking, writing and reading. In the classroom 
activity, the language teacher should always facilitate their students. This is 
not only important but also immensely satisfying. So, in teaching English, 
teacher must have appropriate techniques and strategies to help the students 
understand the English textbook and improve their knowledge based on 
their field of study. But in teaching English in the classroom, a teacher must 
have the motivation in teaching or have a passion. Motivation will influence 
the success or failure of learning, so motivation is very important. 
Motivation in language learning plays a vital role. It produces effective 
second language communicators by planting in them the seed of self -
 
 
confidence. It also successfully creates learners who continuously engage 
themselves in learning even after they complete a target goal. David Myers 
(1996: 297) stated that “motivation as a need or desire that serves to energize 
behavior and to direct it towards a goal.” Hamer writes in his book “English 
Language Teaching’ that motivation is some kind of internal drive which 
pushes someone to do something in order to achieve something (Hamer, 
2001: 51). Hamer explained the motivation motivates the person to reach 
the goal. 
Many factors have been examined in an attempt to find which ones 
promote teacher motivation. Paying incentives have been for responsibility 
levels, and intrinsic work elements .And to be successful in increasing 
motivation. in their study of 167 teachers, Sylvia & Hutchinson (1985: 841) 
concluded that : “teacher’s motivation is based in the freedom to try new 
ideas, achievement of appropriate responsibility levels, and intrinsic work 
elements. (Bishay (1996” 147)) 
Teachers play a very important role in learning process of students 
who idealize teachers and try to copy them. The motivation of teacher is, 
therefore, very important as it directly affects the students. The importance 
of motivation in imparting education has raised many questions as. “ What 
is actually motivation? ” Why teacher’s motivation is important?” The 
motivation of teachers is affected by many factors. In addition, satisfaction 
needs and motivation to work are very essential in the lives of teachers 
because they form the fundamental reason for working in life. While almost 
 
 
every teacher works in order to satisfy his or her needs in life, he or she 
constantly agitates for teacher’s need 
In this study the researcher will try to analyze the motivation  
utterance that used by the teacher of teaching learning process in MTs N 1 
Surakarta, because the teacher always say anything to explain the material 
to make students understand, and to motivated their students. When the 
teacher explain the material, the students feel bored and not interested   with 
the material that given by their teacher.  Pragmatics is the study of the way 
in which language is used to express or interpret real intention in particular 
situation, especially when the actual words used may appear to mean 
something different (Homby, 2000:990). 
The use of pragmatically approach in analysis is represent  many 
ways. According to Levinson (1983:27) pragmatics is the study of deixis (at 
last in part), implicature, presupposition, speech acts, and aspect of 
discourse structure. Thus, speech acts are part of the pragmatically study. 
According to Searle (1969:16) speaking a language is performing speech 
acts, such as making statement, giving command, asking questions, making 
promises, and so on. 
Further, Yule (1996:47) defines a speech acts as action performed 
via utterances such as apology, complaint, invitation, promise or request. In 
product those utterances, speech acts are applied in the speaker 
communication intention. The speaker normally expected that the listener 
will understand what his attention is. It means that the listener can catch 
what the speaker said.  
 
 
Based on the description above, first, the researcher is curious to 
know if there is any function and effect from a motivation for teacher and 
students in learning process. So the researcher choose the title 
“PRAGMATICS STUDY ON MOTIVATION UTTERANCE USED 
BY TEACHER IN TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS AT MTsN 1 
SURAKARTA”. 
 
I. Problem Statement 
1. What  are  utterances used by the teacher to motivate students? 
2. What does the teachers means by those utterances? 
 
J. Limitation of The Problem 
In order to focus the study the researcher limits the problems on the 
kind of utterance that indicate motivation.. This research will be focused on  
analyzing are utterances that used by the teacher to motivate students. And 
then to know  the teachers means by those utterance in teaching learning 
process. 
 
K. Formulation of the Problem 
In this study the writer analyzes the teacher utterance using 
pragmatic approach based on the problems as follows: 
1.  What are  utterances used by the teacher to motivate students? 
2.  What does the teachers means by those utterances? 
 
L. The Objective of the Study 
The objective of the research are intended: 
 
 
1. To describe what are the utterance that used by the teacher to motive 
students. 
2. To know the teacher means by those utterances motivation. 
 
M. The Benefit of the Study 
By studying or analyzing, the writer expects that the result will be 
useful in several ways: 
1. Theoretical benefit  
The study will give additional contribution to more motivate every 
student in learning process, and to give more information about the 
motivation utterance that given from teacher to student at the second 
grade students MTsN 1 Surakarta.  
2. Practical benefit 
For teacher, the result of this research gives information about 
motivation is important for student in teaching learning proses. And the 
teachers are expected to give more motivation to their students. 
For students, this research can give more information about the meaning 
of motivation from teacher. So when they know the meaning of the 
words in a motivation, its can increase the spirit in English learning.  
 
N. The Key Term 
2. Pragmatics is an analysis about the relationship between language and the 
context, which is a basic in understanding the meaning of language. 
pragmatics is an analysis about the ability by language user to correlate the 
 
 
sentences with the context, which has a relevance to the sentences 
themselves (Levinson, 1983:p.3) 
3. Speech acts are actions performed via utterances. The speaker normally 
expects that the hearer will recognize or her communicative intention. (Yule 
1996: 47) 
4. Motivation 
Distinguishes between the “motive” and “motivation”. The motive is all the 
power that drives someone to do something, while the motivation is the 
efforts to provide the conditions so that people that want or wish  to do so. 
Based on the description, motivation can be defined as force or energy that 
moves a person’s behavior to move. (Nasution 2002: 58) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
E. Pragmatic 
3. The Definition of Pragmatic 
Pragmatic as a branch of linguistics knowledge studies about what 
is included into language structure as a means of communication between 
speaker and listener. People as the members of society need communication 
what they want, what they feel, and other to communicate with others. They 
need language as a tool of communication. 
In many ways, pragmatics is the study of invisible meaning, or how 
we recognize, what it means even it is not actually said or written. In order  
to happen the speaker or writer must be able to depend on a lot of shared 
assumptions, and expectations. “Pragmatics concerns to people’s 
assumptions, people purpose, and the types of action that they are 
performing when they speak” (Yule,1996: 4) 
 Pragmatic is an analysis about the relationship between language 
and the context, which is a basics in understanding the meaning of language. 
Pragmatics is an analysis about the ability by language user to correlate the 
sentences with the context, which has a relevance to the sentence 
themselves. (Levinson, 1983:p.3). Furthermore, he state that pragmatic is 
the study to an account of language understanding. The role of context in 
language is studied in pragmatic. Thus, pragmatics study of the role of 
context or situation an important aspect in interpreting or understanding the 
meaning of an utterance. 
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Pragmatic is the science of language seen in relation to its users. That 
is to say, not the science of language in its own right, or the science of 
language as seen and studied by linguists, or the science of language as it is 
used by real, live people, for  their own purpose and within their limitations 
and affordances. (Gibson 1979) 
Yule (1996 :3) explains there are four areas that pragmatics is 
concerned with 
a. Pragmatic is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by 
a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or reader). It has, 
consequently, more to do with the analysis of what people mean by their 
utterances than what the words or phrases those utterances might mean 
by themselves. Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning. 
b. Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning. This type of study 
necessarily involves the interpretation of what people mean in a 
particular context and how the context influences what is said. It 
requires a consideration of how speakers organized  what they want to 
say in accordance with who they’re talking to, where, when, and under 
what circumstances. 
c. Pragmatics is the study of how are gets communicated than is said. This 
approach also necessarily explores how listeners can make inferences 
about what is the speaker said in order to arrive at an interpretation of 
the speaker’s intended meaning. This type of the study explores how a 
great deal of what is unsaid is recognized as part of what is 
 
 
communicated. We might say that it is the investigation of invisible 
meaning. 
d. Pragmatics is the study of the expression of relative distance. This 
perspective then raises the question of what determines the choice 
between the said and the unsaid. The basic answers are tied to the notion 
of distance. Closeness, whether it is physical, social, or conceptual, 
implies shared experience. On the assumption of how close or distant 
the listener is, speakers determine how much needs to be said. 
e. Pragmatics is the study of the use of language in communication, 
particularly the relationships among sentences, the context and 
situations in which they are used. Pragmatics includes the study of: 
1) How the interpretation and use of the utterances depend on 
knowledge of the real word. 
2) How speakers use and understand speech acts. 
3) How the structure of the sentences is influenced by the relationship 
between the speaker and the hearer. (Ricards, J Platt & Weber, 1985: 
225) 
From those definitions, it can be concluded that pragmatics is the 
study of speaker meaning that allows the listener or reader to interpret the 
meaning intended by the speaker. 
4. The Scope of Pragmatic 
Pragmatics is relatively newer area of linguistics study, which is as 
a way to solve a language problems. Pragmatics studies the language 
 
 
internally, while the other areas of linguistics study the structure of language 
internally.  
Levinson (1983: 1) states that the form of modern pragmatics was 
first introduced by Charles Morris with his theory of sign, known as 
semiotics. Then there has been a tendency to use pragmatics exclusively as 
a division of linguistic semiotics. 
Further, Charles Morris in Levinson (1983:1) distinguished three 
distinct branches of inquiry based on a science of signs or semiotics: syntax 
is the study of the formal relation of signs to the objects to which the signs 
are applicable, and pragmatics is the study of the relation of signs to 
interpreters. It means that pragmatics is the study of the relationships 
between linguistic forms and the users of those forms. 
Mey (1993:181) divided pragmatics into two part: the first, 
micropragmatics includes the detailed study of the interpersonal 
communication. It consists of deixis, reference, implicature, anaphore and 
speech acts. The second is micropragmatics as such areas as the study of 
language included under pragmatics. It is consist of co-text, context, 
discourse and conversation. Furthermore, Levinson (1982: 27) devides that 
in this respect the scope of pragmatics would include in the study of deixis, 
implicature, presupposition, speech acts and aspects of discourse structure. 
b. Deixis 
Deixis deals with connection between discourse and the situation 
in which discourse used (Renkema, 1993:76). The word deixis, which 
is derived from the Greek word meaning ‘to show’ or ‘to indicate’, is 
 
 
used to denote those elements in a language which refer directly to the 
situation. Deictic words are words with a reference point which speaker 
or writer’s position is in space and time. 
On the other hand, Richards (1985:75) defines that deictic is a 
term for a word or phrase which directly relates an utterance to a time, 
place or person. 
Example of deixis: 
I am now standing on the roof (Renkema, 1993:76) 
The word “I” refers to person uttering the sentence. The time which 
“now” denotes is dependent on the moment the statement is uttered. This 
situation dependency does not occur with words such as “roof”; the 
meaning of this word remains more or less constant in different 
situations. 
c. Implicature 
The word ‘implicature’ is derived from the verb “to imply” 
which means ‘to fold something into something else’ (from the Latin 
verb plicare ‘to fold’); hence, that which is implied, is ‘folded in’, and 
has to be ‘unfold’ in order to be understood (Mey, 1993:99). 
In a 1975 article entitled “Logic and Conversation”, the 
Philososhoper Paul Grice pointed out that an utterance can imply a 
position (i.e., a statement) that is not part of the utterance and that does 
not follow as a necessary consequence of the utterance. Grice called 
such implied statements are implicatures (Parker, 1986:21). 
 
 
Grice’s theory of implicature is the theory about how people use 
language, especially in how people make a conversation. This theory 
can be used as a guideline for the effective and efficient use of language 
in a conversation. In conducting a conversation, the participants of the 
conversation, both sender and receiver want to understand and to be 
understood each other, so that the purpose of the conversation can be 
achieved. For this reason, all the participants must cooperate to each 
other, so that the conversation will be effective and efficient. A speaker 
can only get a meaning like this across if the listener cooperates. To 
capture this notion, Grice formulated principle of language use, ‘the 
cooperative principle’. Grice disthinguished four categories within this 
general principle. He formulated these in basic rules or maxims. 
Grice’s maxims (Renkema, 1993:10) 
1) Maxims of quantity 
a) Make your contribution as informative as required (for the 
current purpose of the exchange) 
b) Do not make your contribution more informative that required 
2) Maxims of quality 
Supermaxims: try to make your contribution one that is true. 
Maxims: 
a) Do not say what you believe to be false. 
b) Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence. 
 
3) Maxims of relevance 
 
 
a) Be relevant 
It is unclear how it can be determined whether a contribution to 
a conversation is relevant or not. In conversation, each of 
participants must say something that is relevant to be subject 
they are talking about. Concerning with maxim of relation, Grice 
(Levinson 1983:102) says “ Make your contribution relevant”. 
The ‘relevant’ means that the statement given can contribute 
information about what is being presented to readers or listeners. 
 The following example of a question and a number of possible 
answers: 
A:  Where is my box of chocolates? 
B: a. where are the snows of yesteryear? 
 b. I was feeling hungry. 
 c. I have got a train to catch. 
 d. Where is your diet sheet? 
 e. The children were in your room this morning. 
A could react with surprise and ask why B is suddenly quoting a 
line of poetry, in case of answer (a), or with “I was talking about 
chocolates and now you are talking about the children”, in case 
of answer (e). at first sight, it seems that B is not acting within 
the constrains of the maxim of relevance. However, if A assumes 
that is adhering to the maxim of relevance, then any reaction B 
gives could be construed as being relevant (Renkema, 1993:11) 
4) Maxims of manner 
 
 
Super maxim: Be perspicuous 
Example of maxim:  
a) Avoid obscurity of expression 
b) Avoid ambiguity 
c) Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity) 
d) Be orderly.   
d.  Presupposition 
A presupposition is something the speaker assumes to be the 
case prior to making a utterance (Yule, 1996:25). 
According to Richards (1985:228), presupposition is what a 
speaker or writer assumes that the receiver of the message already 
knows. 
The term ‘ presupposition’ originated in the philosophy of logic, 
where it is used to denote a special type of implicit information. 
Information which is explicitly stated is referred to as a ‘claim’ or an 
‘assertion’ (Renkema, 1993:154) 
  Example of presupposition: 
  It looks John seven years to complete his studies. 
  The following information can be derived from this sentence: 
1) There is a person named John. 
2) John was a student. 
3) John was not a brilliant student. 
 
 
A presupposition is thus the implicit information which must be true 
for the sentence to be either true or false and which is not affected by a 
negation. 
 
F. Curriculum 2013 
Curriculum 2013 has started to be applied to schools and madrasah. The 
Indonesian government realize that some changes to the new curriculum would 
bring some various opinions. But the goal of revision of curriculum 2006 to be 
curriculum 2013 is to bring Indonesian education to be better. This curriculum 
offers some progress from the former curriculum. For example, curriculum 
2013 gives some strategies for teachers and students. Teacher will be more 
creative, while students will be more active. In new curriculum, there is a 
scientific approach. This can be mentioned as a method. Teachers will not only 
teach but also facilitate students. So, teacher are demanded to be more creative 
and curriculum 2013 offers some models. Different from the curriculum 2006 
or Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan (KTSP) , the curriculum 2013 is the 
revision of the curriculum 2006.so, it is still the operational curriculum made 
and done by each unit of education. Curriculum 2013 is arranged and developed 
by seeing the potential students needs. And the important thing is curriculum 
2013 offer some models of teaching.  In the assessment, teacher must use the 
authentic assessment. It will be helpful for teachers so that they do not use false 
assessment since in curriculum 2013, they will also assess the affective, but the 
curriculum 2013 has been existed the way how to assess it. Curriculum 2013 
was implemented in the school year 2013/2014 on specific schools (limited). 
 
 
Curriculum 2013 in Ministry of Education and Culture. While, in Ministry of 
Religion it was begun in July 2014. 
 
G. Speech Acts 
Speech acts theory focuses on communication acts which are performed 
through speech. To express their mind, human being do not only produce 
utterances in the form of words or phrases but they also perform action through 
utterances. It concerns the speaker’s communicative intention will be 
recognized by listener normally. Speech act focuses on the utterance in the 
discussion of ‘how to do something by saying words’. Speech act is the action 
people who is doing something through language.  
Austin’s concept of speech acts is concerned  with the acts that we 
perform through speaking, which has been studied extensively is recent years 
and has constituted a topical focus for scholars from a great number of 
disciplines. 
According to Yule (1996: 47) speech act is an action performed by the 
use of an utterance to communicate. In English, speech acts are commonly given 
more specific labels, such as apology, complaint, invitation, promise or request. 
Cook in Discourse (1989:35) explains that an approach which tries to 
formulate how such knowledge is brought in play is speech act theory. This was 
first formulated by the British philosopher John Austin in a series of lectures 
which are now collected into short book with the deceptively simple title of 
How to do Things with Words (Austin 1962). These ideas were further  
developed by another philosopher, the American, John Searle (1969,1975), who 
 
 
both added to them and presented them more systematically. They have 
subsequently been developed by other thinkers, but for clarity’s sake we shall 
treat them as a single body of thought. 
The speech act theory deals with the function and uses of language and 
in the broad sense, speech acts are all the acts people perform through speaking, 
all the things done by the people they speak (Schmidt and Richards, 1983:01). 
Yule (1996: 47) asserts that speech acts are actions performed via 
utterances. The speaker normally expects that the hearer will recognize or her 
communicative intention. 
Furthermore, Searle (1969:16) states that speaking a language is 
performing speech act, act such as making statements, giving commands, asking 
questions, making promise and so on. 
3.  The Kind of Speech Acts 
The initial distinction made by Austin between performatives and 
constatives was soon to be rejected by him in favor of a general theory of 
speech acts. In fact, as pointed by Levinson (1983: 231), there are two 
internal shifts in Austin’s arguments. First, there is a shift from the view that 
performatives are a special class of sentences/utterances with peculiar 
syntactic and semantic properties to the view that there is a general class of 
performative that encompasses both explicit and implicit performative the 
latter including many other types of sentence/utterance. The second shift is 
from the performative/constatative dichotomy to the general theory of 
speech acts, of which the various performative and constative are just 
special sub-cases. 
 
 
Austin claimed that all utterance, in addition to meaning whatever 
they mean, perform specific acts via the specific communicative force of an 
utterance. Furthermore, he introduced a threefold distinction among the acts 
one simultaneously performs when saying something, as illustrated: 
a. A locutionary act is the basic act of speaking, which itself consists of 
three related sub-acts: (i) a phonic act of producing an utterance 
inscription; (ii) a phatic act of composing a particular linguistic 
expression in a particular languge; and (iii) a rhetic act of 
contextualizing the utterance-incription (Austin, 1962). The first of 
these three sub-act is concerned with the physical act of producing a 
certain sequence of vocal sounds (in the case of spoken language). the 
second refers to the act of constructing well-formed string of 
sound/symbol (a word, phrase, or sentence in a particular language). the 
third sub-act is responsible for task such as assigning reference, 
resolving deixis, and disambiguating the utterance inscription lexically 
and/or grammatically. 
b. Illocutionary act 
Illocutionary act is ‘what is done in uttering the words’, the 
function of the words, the specific purpose that the speakers have in 
mind. This is what the speaker intends to do by uttering a sentence. Like 
saying equal doing, as in betting, plighting one’s troth, welcoming and 
warning. 
c. Perlocutionay act 
 
 
Perlocutionary act is ‘ what is done by uttering the words’; it is 
the effect on the hearer or the hearer’s reaction. It would include such 
effect as persuading, embarrassing, intimating, boring, irritating or 
inspiring to the listener. 
By the explanation, there is a theory about classification of speech 
acts from J.R Searle (1996: 53-55), he classifies into five classifications or 
it can be called “the basic categories of illocutionary act”, there are: 
a. Representative  
Those kinds of speech act that state what the speaker believes to 
be the case or not. According Searle (in Yule, 1996: 53-54) 
representative are those kinds of speech acts that commit to what the 
speaker’s belief of the proportional content of the utterance is true. 
Representative include statement such as describing, conclusion, 
assertions, claiming, hypothesizing, insisting, illustrations and 
predicting 
b. Directives  
According to Searle (in Levinson, 1983: 240) directives are 
utterance which are attempted by the speaker to get the addressee to do 
something. It means that directives are convers acts in which the words 
are aimed at making the hearer do something, such as commanding, 
requesting, inviting, forbidding, suggesting, etc. 
c. Commissives 
Commissives are those kind speech acts that the speakers use to 
commit them selves to come future course of action (Searle in Levinson, 
 
 
1983: 240). Those speech acts in which the words commit the speaker 
to future action, such as promising, offering, threatening, refusing, 
vowing and volunteering. Thus, commissives express what the speaker 
intends. 
d. Expressives  
Expressives are those kind of speech act that state what the 
speaker feels. Expressive express psychological states and can be 
statement such as apologizing, praising, congratulating, deploring and 
regretting (Searle in Levinson, 1983: 240). Thus, expressive is the way 
of expressing a certain feeling to other people. 
e. Declarations  
The speaker alters the external status or condition of an object or 
situation, solely by making the utterance, such as ‘I bet’, ‘I declare’, and 
‘I resign’. It means that declarations have the function to change the 
status or condition of the person or object  by performing  the act in the 
situation. 
Utterance can be classified  into purpose of the speaker when its 
successful. Speech act differs in the purpose, whether they deal with real or 
potential facts, in the role of speaker or addressee in these facts and in 
felicity conditions. There are seven kinds of speech act amongst: 
 
a. Assertive utterances 
 
 
In the assertive function speaker and writer use language to tell 
what they want to know or believe. Assertive language is concerned 
with facts, the purpose is to inform. 
Example of assertive utterances:  
I voted Jhon in the last election 
  Most plastics are made from soy bears 
  Cape Ann Lighthouse is a mile from the beach 
This language concern with knowledge. It deal with data mean 
what is happening or has happened or not. Assertive utterances are either 
true or false. 
b. Performative utterance 
Speech acts is the state of affairs, they name called performative. 
Performative utterances are spoken by someone when right to make is 
accepted in circumstances as appropriate. 
Example of performative utterance:  
I bis three no trump 
  We accept your offer 
  I declare this meeting cancelled 
A performative is neither true or false but its purpose is to make 
apart of the world conform to what is said. 
c. Verdictive utterances 
Verdictive utterances are speech act in which the speaker makes 
an assessment judgement about the acts of another, usually the 
addressee. 
Example of verdictive utterance:  
 
 
I congratulate you performing so well. 
The mayor blamed the media for not accurately reporting his 
accomplishments. 
d. Expressive utterance 
Expressive utterance springs from the present result of those 
achors or failiures. Expressive utterance are thus retrospective and 
speaker involved.  
Example of expressive utterance: 
I acknowledge than I didn’t what I should have done 
We admit that we were mistaken 
I apologize for having disturbed you 
e. Directive utterance 
Directive utterances are those in which the speaker tries to get 
the addressee to perform some acts or refrain from performing an act. 
Example of directive utterance:  
(you) open the door 
f. Commisive utterance 
Commisive utterance are speech acts that commit a speaker to a 
course of action. This include promise, pledges, threats, and vows. 
Example of commisive utterance:  
I promise to be on time 
  He will come at party on Saturday night 
 
g. Phatic utterance 
 
 
Phatic utterance are between members of the same society. They  
include greeting, farewells, polite such as “thank you” “you’re 
welcome” “excuse me”.  
4. The Function of Speech Acts 
Yule (1996:53-54) proposed five macro classes of illocutionary acts 
representative, directive, commisive, expressive and declarative. 
a. Representative has proposition (paradigm cases), assertions, 
conclutions, descriptions, etc). it has those functions of speech act thate 
state what the speaker believes to be the case or not. It can be illustrated 
below, there are all example of speaker representing the world, as he or 
she believes it is. 
1) The earth is flat. 
2) Chomsky didn’t write about peanuts. 
3) It was a warm sunny day. 
In using a representative, the speaker makes words fit the world (of 
belief). 
b. Directives is the attempt by the speaker to get the addressee to do 
something (paradigm cases: request, questions, orders, commands, etc). 
They express what the speaker wants. They can be illustrated positive 
or negative. 
1) Give me a cup of coffee! Make it black! 
2) Could you lend me a pen, please? 
3) Don’t touch that. 
 
 
In using a directive, the speaker attempts to make the world fit the words 
(via the hearer). 
c. Commisives are those kinds of speech acts that the speaker uses to 
commit himself or herself  to some future action. They express what the 
speaker intends. They are promises, threats, refusals, pledges, and, as 
shown below, they can be performed by the speaker alone, or by the 
speaker as a member of a group.  
Example of commisives: 
1) I’ll be back. 
2) I’m going to get it right next time. 
3) We will not do that. 
d. Expressives are those kind of speech acts that state what the speaker 
feels. They express psychological states and can be statements of 
pleasure, paim, likes, dislike, joy, or sorrow. As illustrated below, they 
can be caused by something the speaker does or the hearer does, but they 
are about the speaker’s experience.  
Example of expressive: 
1) I’m really sorry! 
2) Congratulations! 
3) Oh, yes, great, mmmm,ssahh! 
e. Declaration are those kinds of speech act that change the world via their 
utterance. 
The instance: 
1) Priest: I now pronounce you husband and wife. 
2) Referee: You’re out! 
 
 
3) Jury foreman: We find the defendant guilty. 
The speaker  have a special institutional role, in a specific context, in 
order to perfor, a declarative appropriately. In using a declaration, the 
speaker changes the world by words. 
 
D.  Motivation 
7. The Meaning of Motivation 
Motivation  is the important role in learning.  However, not all 
learner in learning have the same quality of motivation. According some 
experts there are some definition about motivation.. Brophy (1998:3) says 
that motivation refers to student subjective experience, especially their 
willingness to engage in lesson and learning activities and their reason for 
doing so. Another definition is put forward by Weiner (in Elliot et al, 
2000:332) defines that motivation is an internal state that arouse us to action, 
pushes us in particular direction, and keep us engage in certain activities.  
According to Dadi Permadi (2000: 72), motivation is a push from 
within to do something, whether positive or negative. Meanwhile, according 
Ngalim Purwanto (2004: 64-65), what is done man, the important and less 
important , dangerous or that do not contain the risk, there is always 
motivation. Its means that, whatever action taken by one particular motive 
is always there as an encouragement he was doing his act. So, every 
individual activities carried out there is always a motivation. 
  Then, Nasution (2002: 58), distinguishes between the “motive” and 
“motivation”. The motive is all the power that drives someone to do 
something, while the motivation is the efforts to provide the conditions so 
 
 
that people that want or wish to do so. Based on the description, motivation 
can be defined as force or energy that moves a person’s behavior to move. 
  Cheryl assumes (1992: 5) that to promote extrinsic motivational 
orientation is almost exclusively. Good grades, colorful stickers, and praise. 
From the assumption to promote extrinsic motivation, some reward from 
outside and beyond the students give meaningful contribution to the 
extrinsic motivation. It seem important that the teachers not only capitalizes 
on students intrinsic motivation, but also supplies extrinsic motivation and 
stimulates students motivation to learn. He can apply some strategies in 
maintaining or improving the extrinsic one toward teaching learning 
process. 
According Elliot et al (2000: 332) sums up that motivation is an 
important psychological construct that affects learning and performance in 
four ways: (1). Motivation increase an individual’s energy and activity 
level. It influence the extent, to which an individual is likely to engage in  
certain activity intensively or half-heartedly, (2) Motivation direct an 
individual’s toward certain goal. Motivation affects choices people made 
and result they find rewarding, (3)Motivation  promote initation of certain 
activities and persistence in those activities. It increases the possibility that 
people will begin something or their own, persist on the face of difficulty, 
and resume a task after a temporary interruption, (4) motivation affect the 
learning strategies and cognitive processes an individual employs. Most 
people have of achievement motives. We may find a students who studies 
very hard, because she or he wants to be number one on her or his class. It 
 
 
is possible that one day we find certain people do something dangerous, 
crazy and unusual, when they ask their reason in doing this, they say they 
only want to be different from others. 
Davidoff (1981: 295) claim that the achievement motives or the need 
to achieve as researcher generally call it, may be defined as motive to 
persuade excellence, to accomplish, to fly goals, or to be success in difficult 
last when the satisfaction of a particular individuals potentialities is 
considered the goal, then the achievement motive is considered a growth 
motive. When completion between people is stressed, the achievement is 
classified as a social motive. 
The achievement motive probably arises response to a combination 
of cultural and learning experience. An innate need may also influence it. 
Moreover our society frequently reward achievement by financial gains 
high status. The achievement motive may also be influenced by 
psychological factors. The psychologists believe that the growth motive 
which lead people to develop and acquire competence and actualize their 
basic potential in born. 
Meanwhile Brown (1980:176) state motivation is inner drive 
impulse, emotion, or desire that moves one to particular action. Primary 
motivation, such as hunger, thirst, and the avoidance of bodily injury, must 
be satisfied for the organism to survive. Secondary motivation, such as 
affiliation of sex, aggression, and achievement, are important but need not 
do be satisfied for survival. Whereas Buck (1988:5) states that motivation 
 
 
is the control of behavior that is the process by which behavior is activated 
and directed toward some definable goals. 
Furthermore, Dornyei and Otto as quoted by Dornyei, state: in 
general sense, motivation can be defined as the dynamically changing 
cumulative arousal in a person that initiates, direct, coordinates, amplifies, 
terminates, and evaluate the cognitive and motor processes where by initial 
wishes and desire are selected prioritized, operational zed and (successfully 
or unsuccessfully) acted out (2001:9). 
In achieving a goal, effort is needed. A motivated act is complete 
when the goal is reached. Effort is conscious exertion of physical or mental 
power, active or effective force. The total energy expended and work done 
to achieves a particular purpose or result. Meanwhile, Hornby (1995) states 
that effort is the use of much paschal or mental energy to do something. In 
other words, effort is the act based on certain motivation to achieve 
particular goal. 
From the definition above most motivation theories assume that 
motivation is involved in the performance of all learned behavior  will not 
occur unless it is energized toward some definable goals. 
 
8. Theories of Motivation 
Various theories of  motivation have been proposed over the course 
of decades of research. There are three perspectives emerge: 
a. From behavioral perspective, motivation is seen in very matter of fact 
term. It is quite simply the anticipation of reward. Driven to acquire 
 
 
positive reinforcement , and driven by previous experiences of reward 
for behavior, we act accordingly to achieve further reinforcement. 
Skinner, Pavlov,and Thorndike put motivation at the center of their 
theories of human behavior. In a behavioral view, performance  in tasks- 
and motivation to do so – likely to be at the mercy of external forces; 
parents, teacher, peers, educational requirement, job specifications, and 
so forth 
b. In cognitive term, motivation places much more emphasis on the 
individual’s decisions, “ the choices people make as to what experiences 
or goals they will approach or avoid, and the degree of effort they will 
exert in the respect”(Keller, 1983, p.389). some cognitive psychologist 
see underlying needs or drives as the compelling force behind our 
decisions. Ausubel (1968, pp. 368-379), for example, identified six 
needs undergirding the construct of motivation: 
1) The need for exploration, for seeing “the other side of the 
mountain,” for probing the unknown . 
2) The need for manipulation, for operating-to use Skinner’s term – on 
environment and causing change 
3) The need for activity, for movement and exercise, both physical and 
mental. 
4) The need for simulation, the need to be simulated by the 
environment, by other people, or by ideas, thought, and feelings. 
5) The need for knowledge, the need to process and internalize the 
results of exploration, manipulation, activity, and simulation, to 
 
 
resolve contradictions, to quest for solution to problems and for self 
consistent systems of knowledge. 
6) Finally, the need for ego enhancement, for the self to be know and 
to be accepted and approved of by others, or , what. Dornyei (2005, 
pp. 93) calls the “self – system” 
c. A constructivist view of motivation places even further emphasis on 
social context as well as individual personal choices (Williams & 
Burden, 1997. P. 120). Each person is motivated differently, and will 
therefore act on hir or her environment in ways that are unique. But these 
unique act are always carried out within a cultural and social milieu and 
cannot be completely separated from that context. Several decades ago, 
Abraham Maslow (1970) viewed motivation as a construct in which 
ultimate attainment of goals was possible only by passing through a 
hierarchy of needs, there of which were solidly grounded in community, 
belonging, and social status. Motivation, in a constructivist view, is 
derived as much from our interaction with others as it is from ones self 
– determination. 
   The “needs” concept of motivation in some ways belongs to all dire 
schools of thought, the fulfillment of need is rewarding, require choices, 
and in many cases must be interpreted in a social context. Consider 
children who are motivated to learn to read. They are motivated because 
they perceive the value (reward) of  reading, they meet the needs of 
exploration, stimulation, knowledge, self-esteem, and autonomy, and 
they do so in widely varying ways and schedules and in the context of a 
 
 
society that values literacy. On the other hand,  you may be unmotivated 
to learn a foreign language because you fail to see the reward, connect 
the learning only to superficial needs, and see no possibility of a social 
context. 
Motivation is something that can, like self-esteem, be global, 
situational, or task-oriented. Learning a foreign language requires some 
of all three levels of motivation. for example, a learner may process high 
“global” motivation but low “task” motivation to perform well on, say, 
the written mode of the language. motivation is also typically examined 
in term of the intrinsic and extrinsically motivated, (we will return to 
this extremely important concept below). Finally, studies of motivation 
in second language acquisition often refer to the distinction between 
integrative and instrumental orientations of the learner, which we now 
consider. 
 
9. The Types of Motivation 
There are many kinds of learning motivation. Biggs and Watkins 
(1995:84) distinguish four categories  of learning motivation, namely 
:Extrinsic motivation, Achievement motivation, Social motivation, and 
Intrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivation is where the students learn 
because of the consequences : to obtain a reward and to avoid punishment. 
While intrinsic motivation students learn because they are interested in the 
task or activity itself, and performing it gives them pleasure. 
 
 
In achievement motivation, student learn in order to compete against 
other students that is winning makes they feel good. Social motivation is 
defined as the students motivation in order to please people who are 
important to them, for example their parents. 
Ur (1996: 19) has different kind of motivation, namely integrative 
motivation and instrumental motivation. In learning language, she explains 
that integrative motivation is the desire to identify with to integrate into 
target language culture. Then instrumental motivation is the wish to learn 
the language for purpose of study or career promotion. Therefore, 
integrative motivation comes up from other sources outside the learners. 
In the mean time, Elliot et al (2000:233) distinguish two types of 
motivation: Intrinsic motivation and Extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic 
motivation is the desire of students themselves to learn, without the need for 
external motivation. When motivation generates interest and enjoyment, 
and a reason of performing the activities lies within the activity itself. Then 
the motivation is to intrinsic. The indicates that the motivation comes from 
the learners need, wants, and desire for the own purpose. This motivation 
exists when the learners learns because of an inner desire to accomplish a 
task successfully, whether is has some external value or not. 
While extrinsic motivation is reward and inducements external to 
students such as score, prizes, and other reward. Students reason for doing 
an activity itself, such as getting the best score, obtaining financial reward. 
The motivation is likely to be extrinsic. Thus, it is clear that the extrinsic 
 
 
motivation exists when the learners are motivated by an outcome that the 
external. 
Intrinsic motivation seems stay more steadily and gives more 
contribution to students for learning them extrinsic one. When the 
inducement for learning is gone, they will lose their motivation. However, 
in motivation students to learn, the external stimulus is also needed by the 
students to reach some goals, this stimulus can be used to fish students 
motivation and feel engaged toward teaching learning process. 
 
10. The Functions of Motivation in Learning English 
Motivation is one the keys to successful language learning. 
Motivation affects learners learning process. maintaining a high level of 
motivation during a period of language learning is one of the best ways to 
make the hole of teaching learning process more successful. 
Eliot et al (2000: 332) sump up that motivation is an important 
psychological construct that affects learning and performance in four ways: 
(1) Motivation increase an individual’s energy and activity level. It 
influences the extent, to which an individual is likely to engage in certain 
activity intensively or half-heartedly, (2) Motivation direct an individual’s 
toward certain goal. Motivation affects choices people made and result they 
find rewarding, (3) Motivation promote initiation of certain activities and 
persistence in those activities. It increases the possibility that people will 
begin something or their own, persist on the face of difficulty, and resume 
a task after a temporary interruption, (4) Motivation affect the learning 
 
 
strategies and cognitive processes an individual employs. It increase the 
possibility that people will pay attention to something study and practice it 
and try to learn it in a meaningful fashion. It also increases the possibility 
that they will seek help when they meet difficulty. 
 
11. Teacher’s Function in Improve Student’s Motivation 
Considering the importance of learning motivation, the teacher 
should be aware of it in facilitating learning. In teaching learning process, a 
teacher should be able to arouse the students desire to learn a given subject 
matter. 
Girard in Ur (1996:276) emphasizes that is important to motive 
learners by teacher in more recent “learner centered” approaches to 
language teaching, however the teacher’s function is seen mainly as a 
provider of materials and performance. 
Biggs and David (1995:97) add five things the teacher can do to 
maximize student’s motivation. Those are: (1) Positive association of 
pleasure. The students tend to like activities set in pleasant surroundings, in 
contexts raising positive association. In this case teacher creates a 
comfortable and interest teaching learning activity to increase student’s 
motivation. (2) Social reinforcement and the example of admired figures 
(modeling). Social motivation in its various forms is a major basic for 
intrinsic motivation. (3) The ownership. Freedom to make own choice of an 
activity, freedom to proceed at own step. (4) Indications of competence, 
anything to suggest that the students have a good activity, such as reward, 
 
 
but only if contingent on exemplary performance, since reward as a contract 
can actually depress motivation of an already liked before activities. (5) The 
right mixing of familiar and unfamiliar. This is the cognitive bottom line of 
intrinsic motivation, but is the hardest to set up in practice. Expository, lock 
step teaching styles make it more difficult to obtain, more open group or 
individually oriented styles make it more difficult to obtain, more open 
group or individually oriented styles make it easier. 
 
12. The Theories of Teaching And Learning 
a. The Definition of Teaching 
Teaching is the process of carrying out those activities that 
experiences has shown to be effective in getting students to learn. This 
teaching process may be complex or not depending on what teachers 
want to teach, and these themes should be connected with a pedagogical 
process and involved with teaching methods.  According Brown (2000, 
p. 7) teaching is showing or helping someone to learn how to do 
something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of something, 
providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand. 
Douglas Brown established a three steps process that begins with 
a diagnosis phase and shows how important is the planning stages of 
language courses for each students’ needs before applying a specific 
method, therefore if the  diagnostic phase discovered learners who need 
a great deal of physical activity, oral expression or something else, then 
teachers will know what treatment should be offered. The treatment 
 
 
should be better based on the learning experiences so teachers will apply 
activities, strategies and techniques according to their student’s self-
confidence, to help them to develop intrinsic motivation, use their 
intuition and set their own goals. 
b. The Definition of Learning 
Learning is a key process in human behavior. All living is 
learning, if we compare the simple, crude ways in which a child feels 
and behaves, with the complex modes of adult behavior , his skill, 
habits, thought, sentiments and the like – we will know what differences 
learning has made to the individual. According to Piaget learning is 
closely connected to possibilities and limits of the individual cognitive 
capacity and development.   
The individual is constantly interacting with a influenced by the 
environment. This experience makes him to change or modify his 
behavior in order to deal effectively with it. Therefore, learning is a 
change in behavior, influences by previous behavior. As stated above 
the skill, knowledge, habits, attitudes, interest and other personality 
characteristics are all the result of learning. 
Learning is defined as “any relatively permanent change in 
behavior that occurs as a result of practice and experience”. This 
definition has three important elements. 
1) Learning is a change in behavior better or worse. 
2) It is a change that takes place through practice or experience, but 
changes due to growth or maturation are not learning. 
 
 
3) This change in behavior must be relatively permanent, and it must 
last a fairly  long time. 
All learning involves activities. These activities involved either 
physical or mental activities. They may be simple mental activities or 
complex, involving various muscles, bones, etc. so also the mental 
activities  may be very simple involving one or two activities of mind or 
complex which involve higher mental activities. What activities are 
learned by the individual refer to types of learning. For example, habits, 
skills, facts, etc. there are different types of learning. Some of the 
importance and common learning activities are explained here. 
There is a little agreement on how many types of learning 
actually exist. Nevertheless, it should not be too difficult to identify 
different types of learning in the following examples: (a) learning to tie 
a shoelace or necktie, (b) being afraid (fearful in a literal sense) to work 
in a math class after a lengthy public ridicule by a teacher two years 
earlier for being unable to explain a problem to the class, (c) 
understanding and explaining causes of the French and American 
revolutions, (d) learning to cook by watching one’s father or mother, 
and (e) negotiating an understanding of “learning” with a person holding 
a different theoretical perspective. Different theories are good for 
explaining one example but poor for explaining other example. 
Theories of learning are effort to explain how people learn. 
Different theories are based on different assumptions and are 
appropriate for explaining some learning situations but not others. 
 
 
Theories of learning can inform teaching and the use of different 
instructional resources including technology, but ultimately the learning 
activities in which the student actually engages (mental, physical, and 
social)determine what a student learns in the classroom. Classroom 
learning involves social, emotional, and participatory factors in addition 
to cognitive ones, and theories of learning need to take these factors into 
account. Most current theories of learning presuppose that the goal of 
education is to develop the ability of students to understand the content 
and to think for themselves, presumptions that are consistent with the 
majority of modern – day schools. 
c. Motivation in Teaching and Learning Process 
Impact of motivation on learning of students in the education is 
important. Without motivation learning is impossible to happen. So, in 
education the role of motivation is effective on students learnimg. Due 
to motivation students do any task and achieve the goal. Motivation 
increase speed of work and a person is doing everything to achieve goal. 
Motivation increase the performance of learning. It provide energy and 
learner achieve the task because she has a direction and performance of 
learner is increase. In education level of motivation (high or low 
motivation) effect on students success. 
Teachers motivate the students and achieve their task without 
motivation this is difficult to achieve. Motivation is helpful for reaching 
the objective for teachers. Administration improves the performance of 
teaching staff and nonteaching staff. For examples on the base of 
 
 
performance, it increases the salary, the grade and promotion. 
Administration can make the school environment healthy. Motivation 
develops competition between the employ and administration can use it 
for reaching the school task the teaching process and the teachers use it 
as a weapon for successful teacher. motivation of a teacher develops the 
interest of students in subjects. Before teaching any topic teacher 
motivates the students for learning.  
Motivation is important not only for teacher but also for students. 
(Reeve and Hyungshim, 2006:209) state that there are some ways to 
motivate student in the class: 
1) Adopt a supportive style 
Teacher’s guidance is important for students and that 
guidance motivate and develop the interest of learning. Teacher 
allows student to select any assignment and teacher guide the 
students for doing the assignment. When students do their 
assignment it can give them a sense of control and they are 
motivated. A supportive teaching style that allows for student 
autonomy can foster increased students interest, enjoyment, 
engagement and performance. Supportive teacher behaviors include 
listening, giving hints and encouragement, being responsive to 
student questions and showing empathy for students. 
2) Healthy environment 
The environment effects on students motivation and 
learning. Healthy environment motivate students for learning. 
 
 
Teacher can create the healthy class during the teaching. Do not 
threat the students in negative way. Teacher should appreciate 
students during the class and lesson and understand student’s 
problems. If teacher understand the students problem he can motive 
the studnts for learning. 
3) Arrange Field Trips 
Students learn so many things in the classroom but students 
are bore for setting a long time in a class. To renew the interest of 
students in class or subject change is necessary. So school arranges 
field trios according to student’s curriculum. Student’s interest 
increase in subject and they are motivated for learning. 
4) Reward  
Students like reward, because it develops the motivation in 
student. Teacher should offer the students for reward it is an 
excellent way for motivation in students. Award may be simple like 
sweets, stickers on a paper or any gift. According to students nature 
need teacher can give the class or student. Students do better for the 
interest of . 
 
5) Give Praise When Earned 
There is no other form of motivation that works quite as well 
as the encouragement. Even as adult we crave recognition and 
praise, and students at any age are no exception. Teachers can give 
 
 
students a bounty of motivation by rewarding success publicly, 
giving praise for a job well done, and sharing exemplary work. 
Most of teachers use the concept of punishment and reward 
because they are the best way to create motivation in students to learn . 
it was also noted the teachers ask questions to motivate the students. 
Teacher’s positive attitude are causes the students learning better. 
Teacher’s negative attitude can affect the student’s outcome 
 
 
  
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Research method is a systematic investigation to answers a problem. 
Meanwhile, research method is also the procedures or way used in achieving a 
certain purpose of study (Burn, 2000:3). In this research, the researcher uses a 
descriptive method to analyze the data. It cover six main points wholly, namely the 
research design, the data resources, the research instrument, the technique of 
collecting data, the analysis, and the trustworthiness of the data. 
A. The Research Design 
This research would like to use qualitative approach to analyze the data. 
John W. Creswell (2007: 15-18) stated that the research design process in 
qualitative research begins with philosophical assumption that the inquire 
makes in deciding to undertake a qualitative study. While in a epistemological 
assumption, conducting a qualitative study means that the researcher try to get 
a close as possible to the participants being studied. 
Qualitative research studies are designed to obtain information 
concerning the current state of phenomena. They are directed toward 
determining the nature for a situation, as it exists at the time with respect to the 
variable of condition (Ary, 1998: 94). Ratna (2004: 47-48) states that qualitative 
method is a descriptive analysis whose characteristics of the content almost give 
full attention to the meaning and massage. 
Different and Barelson (in Bautista, 1988: 23) say that qualitative 
analysis is more likely to be more complex in qualitative that in quantitative . 
Quantitative analysis tends to break complex materials down into their 
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components , so that they can be reliably measured. Qualitative analysis is not 
in numerical measurements. In qualitative analysis is more often centering in 
event that have meaning to be interpreted. 
From explanation above, the researcher concludes that a descriptive 
qualitative method is the method that collects, classifies, and analyzes the data 
in the form of words and sentence to draw a conclusion. The researcher uses a 
descriptive qualitative method because the data are in the form of word and 
sentences. The researcher is aimed at describing the facts about the object of 
this research, namely the use of motivation utterances in teaching learning 
process. 
 
B. The Data Resouce 
According to Bousfield (2008:15), qualitative research can be conducted 
by employing verbal and non-verbal data. Verbal data can be found in utterance 
spoken by speakers, while non-verbal data can be seen through gesture, facial 
expression, tone and physical contact between speakers.  
Sutopo (2002: 47) states that the source of the data constitutes a subject 
from which all the data of research are obtained. The data of this research 
include qualitative data. The form of data is in the word of motivation. In this 
research , the source of data is  the words motivation from the teacher to students 
in teaching learning process in English class of second grade. The data focus on 
the  meaning of word motivation and the effect and response of the student 
English class. 
 
 
 
 
C. Subject of the Research 
According to Arikunto (1996: 144) research data can be classified into 3 Ps: 
person, paper, and  place. The subject of the research is the English Teacher 
who teaches at the second grade students. The researcher chooses one teacher 
because of the avoided is the large data. In addition if the researcher  is  choose 
more, it will make biases in analyzing the data. Those are every teacher has 
different speech style in speaking while teaching learning process is ongoing. 
The researcher also choose one English Teacher who teaches in the second 
grade classes because from the pre-research the researcher found that the 
teacher has more times in teaching at the second grade students than other 
teachers. Thus with a lot of  experience in teaching learning process the teacher 
can figure out how to deal with the students and uses cooperative principle. 
 
D. Instrument of the Research 
In identifying the research, the researcher is needs some supporting 
instruments. It is used to collect the data so that it can help the researcher to 
analyze the data. According to Suharsimi in Hasan (2002: 77) instruments are 
tools or facilities to collect the data in order to make easy in doing research and 
to get a good result. Moleong (2004:163) states that, “in qualitative research , a 
researcher is a planner, collector of data, analyst, data interpreter, and reporter 
of research result.” 
The major instrument of the study is the researcher herself because the 
kind of research id descriptive qualitative research. The researcher is as the 
planner, data collector of the study and  the researcher should report the result 
of the analysis. Therefore, the researcher has to understand the basic unit of 
 
 
pragmatics. The researcher needs some supporting equipment such as digital 
camera to record the activity and computer to work. 
 
E. The Technique of Collecting data 
Data collection techniques in this study are:  
1. Observation 
According to Sutrisno Hadi (1989: 36) describes the meaning of 
observation is to observe and record the phenomenon systematically. This 
method was decides as the method of data collection in this research to gain 
all of the information on the teachers utterance motivation that motive 
students or not in teaching learning process. The researcher records on what 
teachers say on teaching and learning process in the class. Researcher 
observes the phenomenon in the classes and note and record the teacher’s 
utterances during the teaching process. Researcher is also record the 
teaching process using a recorder in order to complete the transcript records 
of the notes. 
Silverman in Rachmawati (2012: 46) explains that audio-recording 
are the significant element of a qualitative research . He states transcripts of 
such recording, based on standardized convention, provides and excellent 
record of  ‘natural occurring’ interaction. 
Recording technique in the study is to carry out actual data. The 
recording uses a mobile phone recorder. This recording devices sensitive 
enough to record data and elequantly is qualified . from of recording is 
necessary to note observations in the field as the protocol. In this form, it 
can be included the demographic information that describe the setting of the 
 
 
field about the time, place, and data where are observation take place 
(Creswell in Rachmawati, 2012: 48 ). Moleong (2008) stated that the 
recording has a several strengths and weaknesses. The strengths are that 
recording can be heard many times so that the hesitancy in the data can be 
checked immediately, and it also can be analyzed by the other researcher. 
This recording is a strong foundation of the data and can be easily checked 
again anytime. The weaknesses of this method are that recording is spend 
more times and cost and the setting of the situation of the observation will 
be annoyed (Moleong, 2008: 180) 
2. Interview  
The researcher will conduct interview with English Teacher who 
teaches the second grade students of MTsN1 Surakarta to enrich the data.  
 
F. The Technique of Analyzing Data 
Burns (2004:430) states that, the purpose of analyzing the data is to find 
the meaning in the data and this is done by systematically arranging and 
presenting the information.” Therefore, the researcher followed a particular 
procedure in analyzing the data. After classifying the data, the researcher 
analyzed the data as following: 
1. Data reduction 
Data reduction is the process of taking and selecting the right data that 
appear in written-up field note or transcriptions according to needed 
standard criteria. Data reduction occurs continuously throughout the life of 
any qualitatively oriented project. Researcher uses Abraham Maslow’s 
theory to analyze the motivation  utterance in teaching learning process. 
 
 
Researcher can conclude that the data reduction element of data analysis 
which emphasized, shorting the data by focusing on activity the teaching 
learning process in second grade of MTsN 1 Surakarta. 
2. Data Display 
The next step of data analysis is the data display. Data display is a 
part of the analysis data in narrative form. By displaying, we mean a spatial 
format that presents information systematically to other user. The present 
information is a sentence of the utterance motivation, so the user can draw 
valid conclusion and take a need action. For qualitative research, data 
display has been narrative text to point on the information of the problem. 
3. Data Serving 
The researcher draws the data after describing and interpreting the 
data continuously and throughout in the course of the study as the outcome  
of interpretation. The researcher interprets the data have been taken and then 
makes conclusion. The outcome of the study is description about motivation 
utterance from the teacher in teaching learning process, and the teachers 
means with the utterance. 
4. Conclusion and Verification 
The researcher draws the conclusion and verification after the 
describing the data of utterance motivation from the teacher. 
 
G. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
Triangulation is a cross-checking method which investigates one 
phenomenon or real condition of individual record  by gathering the data from 
 
 
several informants and sources and consequently comparing and contrasting the 
data with another  to provide a study as balance as possible (Bell, 1999: 102). 
Moreover ,moleong (2001: 173) state that trustworthiness could be achieved 
after dependability, comformability, transferability and credibility are checked 
and proven. In this research, the researcher only used conformability and 
credibility to triangulate the data. 
Conformability means neureality which is concerned with to what degree the 
result can be confirmed by others. Moreover, the researcher also used credibility 
which is concerned in checking the data whether they could be called “credible” 
conceptual interpretation or not (Moleong, 2001: 174). To achieve 
conformability and credibility to triangulate the data. The researcher gathered 
several sources form the video during teaching learning process in MTsN 1 
Surakarta. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTHER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION  
 
 
 
In this chapter, the researcher presents the research finding and discussion. The 
researcher will explain the teacher utterances motivation and explain the discussion 
about problem statement in this research. The researcher collected the utterances of 
English Teacher by recording the English Teacher’s utterances at MTsN1 Surakarta. 
A. Research Finding 
Research finding presents the answer of the problem statement. The 
researcher carried out how the teacher utterance motive students in teaching 
learning activities at the second grade student of MTsN 1 Surakarta and what are 
the teacher means by those utterance. The researcher has stated the data are taken 
from the observation through all activities in the classroom during the learning 
activities in the classroom, the English Teacher, and the second grade students.  
A.1 Data Description 
3. The Utterance used by Teacher to Motivate Students 
This chapter describes the analysis of the data and followed by a 
discussion of the research. After observing, collecting and reducing the 
Teacher’s utterances motivation in classroom activities, this research found 
many utterances motivation from the teacher. The researcher identified the 
utterance can motive the students or not. There are some motivation 
utterances by teacher through teaching learning activities in the classroom, 
as following: 
a. First Meeting 
In this meeting the researcher found 4 utterance motivations in 
detail is as below: 
Class : 8B 
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Time : 10.15-11.45 
Lesson : English  
1) Opening Activity,  
T: assalamualaikum wr.wb 
Good morning my students. 
S:  wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
good morning Bu Ari 
T: Today, I’m feel glad to see you for English class today. 
Sudahkah mengerjakan tugas dari ibu? 
2) Content 
S: of course, but there are some of theme is difficult. 
T: Tolong kumpulkan tugasnya, selanjutnya kita mulai 
membahas ke materi selanjutnya. 
S: oke bu, laksanakan 
T: Ayo jangan ramai ya, kita baru akan masuk pelajaran ketika 
kalian bisa tenang. Jangan terbiasa bercanda dikelas, itu 
bukan kebiasaan yang baik. Kalau bisa “lakukan 
perubahan positif dalam proses belajar" agar kalian 
merasa senang dan nyaman ketika belajar Bahasa Inggris. 
Sudah bisa dimulai belum nih pelajaran Bahasa Inggrisnya? 
S: Baik bu, I will try. 
T:  Baiklah, buka buku kalian, dan perhatikan penjelasan dari 
ibu 
 
 
T: Tolong tenang murid murid, “Jangan membuat 
ketidaknyamanan di dalam kelas” kita belajar bersama, 
jadi harus sama sama menciptakan kenyamanan antar teman. 
“ hargai diri sendiri dan orang lain”. Kalau kalian pengen 
mendapat hasil yang baik, ayo kita sama sama mencoba 
saling menghargai. 
T: Who don’t understand? Do you understand or not?Jika ada 
yang belum dimengerti bisa disampaikan kepada ibu. Jika 
tidak ada kita review materi kita pada hari  
S:  Sudah paham bu. 
T:  Baiklah kita ulang sebentar apa saja yang kita pelajari hari 
ini 
T:  Sekian materi yang ibu sampaikan hari ini, ibu harap 
dipertemuan selanjutnya kalian bisa menciptakan suasana 
kelas yang lebih nyaman, agar kalian lebih mudah dalam 
memahami apa yang ibu ajarkan dan berikan kepada kalian. 
Thank you for joining this class.Assalamualaikum wr.wb. 
see you next time 
S:  Waalaikumsalam wr.wb 
 
 
a) The Utterance 1.1 
Lakukan perubahan positif dalam belajar (directive utterance)) 
 
 
The utterance happens when the teacher at the first time 
lead the students in the beginning after opening the class at the 
day. The students keep silent and pay attention with the teacher 
utterance.  In positive thinking will involve the process of 
thinking, words, and description that develop for your mind. 
Positive thinking can deliver the happiness, healthy, and success 
in every situation and your attitude. Especially for students, with 
do change of positive in their mind 
In this context, the teacher tried to motivate the students. 
By asked “lakukan perubahan positif dalam belajar”. The 
teacher is hope that the students can do positive change in 
learning process, especially in English lesson. Beacause with the 
do positive change in English learning process, the students can 
more understand and have good result in English learning 
process. 
b) The Utterance 1.2 
Jangan Membuat Ketidak nyamanan di dalam kelas  
(directive utterance) 
Learning is the activity that needs the environment and 
situation. The goal for every student is can get the better result 
in learning. Every student can focus in learning activity if they 
feel comfort with the situation in class. Comfort its means that 
the students not feel depressed, no interruptions that can 
destructive of situation in class. Comfort situation in learning 
 
 
will make students more focus and pay attention with what they 
learn. Otherwise, the situation of learning uncomfortable and 
bored will make students not focus and disturbed. So it can make 
the students result not success. 
 The utterances happen in the middle of teaching learning 
process. The teacher said like that because when the teacher 
explained the material, the student not focus and the class 
situation is very crowded. So the teacher said like that to make 
the students pay attention in English lesson. The teacher hope 
the students can get knowledge from the teacher, so the teacher 
must make  situation of the class feel comfort for study. 
c) The Utterances 1.3 
Hargai diri sendiri jika ingin sukses. 
(directive utterance) 
Respect with yourself is the attitude that not leave in the 
neglected and being a burden on others. Self concept is about 
what people think and feel about her or his self is not about the 
other people think and feel. The utterance of “ hargai diri sendiri 
jika ingin sukses” its makes himself as the subject of the 
perpetrator, active in every act, not to make himself an oppressed 
object, just accepting fate away, to obtain from disgraceful acts, 
drugs, gambling, thieves, provocateurs etc. such attitudes as 
consistent, responsibility answers and appreciate time, including 
the manifestation of self-respect. 
 
 
d) The Utterance 1.4 
 Berani dan Mau Bertanggung Jawab Dengan Apa yang 
Dikerjakan (directive utterance) 
in this situation, the teacher teach students for be 
responsible with what they do in learning activities. If the student 
decided to do something, they must ready with the consequences 
of the result. Don’t be afraid for being responsible with are we 
do, be a courageous students. If we want to do something, it must 
based on with our mind and for anticipate that will happen  when 
we decided to do something in learning process.   
b. Second meeting  
In the second meeting, the researcher found 3 utterance 
motivation in detail is as below: 
Class : 8B 
Time :10.15-11.45 
Lesson  : English 
1) Opening Activity 
T: How are you today? 
S:  Fine thank you. And you? 
T:  Yes of course, fine. 
let’s start our class with saying bismillah together  
S: Bissmillahhirrohmanirohim 
 
2) Content 
T:  oke,are you ready for study? 
S:  Yes, I’m ready bu 
 
 
T:  Tegar, tolong baca tulisan pada slide. 
 S:  Baik bu, akan saya coba. 
T: Good, itu tandanya kamu sudah berani dan mau berusaha 
untuk mencoba   
T:  Coba kalian kerjakan soal-soal yg ada d buku halaman 56 
S:  Oke bu, jangan banyak banyak ya bu 
T:  Banyak atau sedikit tergantung kalian yang mengerjakan 
T:   Ayo “gunakan waktu sebaik mungkin” semakin kalian 
menggunakan waktu sebaik mungkin, semakin cepat kalian 
mengerjakan soal-soalnya. Kalau sudah selesai, ibu akan 
menunjuk beberapa dari kalian untuk membacakan hasil dari 
pekerjaan kalian. Ibu ingin kalian belajar jadi jangan takut 
mencoba “jangan takut melakukan segala hal” jika kalian 
berani mencoba berarti kalian tidak takut dalam belajar, itu 
akan melatih rasa percaya diri pada kalian. 
T:  Ok. Finish. We will try to answers together. I will choose 
some of you to read. Reno, read number 1, please. 
S: Yes, I will 
T: Ok, the last number. Rio please. 
T: Ok student. Before close our English class today, we will 
saying hamdalaham together. Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
See you 
a) The Utterances 2.1 
 
 
Gunakan Waktu Sebaik Mungkin (directive utterance) 
In teaching learning process, the teacher always tried to give 
motivation utterance for student.  Before the teacher are given a 
task to student, the teacher say to students “menjaga waktu 
sebaik mungkin”. The teacher give an utterance motivation like 
that because when the teacher give the task the student not focus 
when doing the task, some of them still be capricious with 
another student. And there are some of students that feel lazy in 
doing the task. The teacher hope when students do the task, they 
can more focus and do the best. So they can have a good result 
in their task. So, the students can get positive effect in their 
study. And the teacher can easily teach and give knowledge for 
her student.  
b) The Utterance 2.2 
Tidak Takut Melakukan Segala Hal (directive utterance) 
Every people has the ability for speak and has interaction 
with other people. But sometimes, people especially students 
feel afraid to do something. So it is have a many impact in 
learning activity. This feeling usually show when the students 
being in the new situation. In this situation, the teacher is wants 
to improve the student’s motivation in learning English. The 
teacher is wants to increase students confident and student’s 
ability.  Tidak Takut Melakukan Segala Hal, its means that, 
 
 
every students must feel confident when they study especially in 
English learning.  When the students have confident in learning, 
they can easily get the best result in learning. The student can’t 
feel afraid when the teacher asked anything about the material. 
So the situation in teaching learning process can be success, and 
the students can enjoy in English learning process. 
c) The Utterance 2.3 
Merubah Cara Pandang dan Pola Pikir (directive utterance) 
Mindset is the magnet that very strong. And the mindset 
can influence a behavior every people. So, the teacher tried to 
change the mindset of every student’s. Its hope every student can 
get more motivation in learning. When give motivation, the 
teacher persuade each student to read the text in slide about this 
utterance motivation. The teacher hope every student is can 
understand with the utterance motivation. So they can change 
their mindset in learning. And the teacher is hope that the 
students can change their mindset in learning not only in English 
learning, but also in another lesson. Because in each lesson needs 
the more focus in learn. 
d) The Utterances 2.4 (directive utterance) 
Jangan Pernah Mengeluh Dalam Mengerjakan Suatu Pekerjaan 
From the utterance we can know that always complain 
when we tried to do something we are can’t get the better result, 
 
 
we cannot feel comfort in learning. Complain just can make the 
situation in class felt bored. We are can’t enjoy our activity in 
class, we are cannot get the positive effect and result from what 
we learn in every day. So, as a student we must make the 
happiness situation in class, with the happiness situation we can 
feel comfort and we can tried the many  positive activities in 
learning without complain anything. 
c. Third Meeting 
In the third meeting, the researcher found the different situation in 
teaching learning process. 
Class  : 8B 
Time  : 07.00-08.40 
Lesson  : English 
1) Opening Activity (directive utterance) 
T:  Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. Good morming my students  
S:  Waalaikumsalam wr.wb. Good morning Bu Ari. 
T:  How are you today? 
S:  I’m fine. And you? 
T:  I’m fine, thank you. Let’s start our class with saying 
bismillah together 
S:  Bismillahhirrohmannirrohim 
2) Content 
T:  Anybody absent today? 
 
 
S:  No, Nobody 
T: Ok students, have a look at the whiteboard here. 
T: Ok, for exercise number 1, it is right or wrong? 
S: It is right 
T:  Yes, it is right. 
T:  Apa yang kita pelajari dengan perasaan senang, tak kan 
pernah kita lupakan. 
T:  Ok, who wants to help me to write on the whiteboard? 
Adakah yang mau? Maybe Gita, can you help me? 
S:  Baik bu, I will try 
T:  Who wants to do answers a question that Gita write in 
whiteboard? 
T: Ok student, today we study about many things. Ibu Ari wants 
you as a students can more active in English learning. Karena 
apa, jika kalian tau bahwa “masa depan kalian itu akan mulai 
dibentuk pada hari ini bukan besok. Jadi ibu ingin kalian 
lebih bersemangat lagi. 
T: Ok. Ibu akan membagi hasil dari tugas kalian di pertemuan 
yang lalu. 
T: Baiklah, ada yang belum mendapatkan pekerjaannya? 
S: Sudah semua bu. 
T: Baiklah. Bagi yang hasilnya belum memuaskan jangan 
berkecil hati, “Jangan Malu Ketika Kita Mendapat Nilai 
 
 
Jelek, Malulah Ketika Mendapat Nilai Bagus Tetapi Hasil 
Dari Mencontek”. Ibu sudah cukup senang ketika kalian mau 
mencoba. 
T: Ok, any question? Jika tidak ada mari kita tutup pelajaran 
hari ini dengan saying hamdalah together. See you next 
week. 
a) The Utterances 2.1 
Gunakan Waktu Sebaik Mungkin (directive utterance) 
In teaching learning process, the teacher always tried to give 
motivation utterance for student.  Before the teacher are given a 
task to student, the teacher say to students “menjaga waktu 
sebaik mungkin”. The teacher give an utterance motivation like 
that because when the teacher give the task the student not focus 
when doing the task, some of them still be capricious with 
another student. And there are some of students that feel lazy in 
doing the task. The teacher hope when students do the task, they 
can more focus and do the best. So they can have a good result 
in their task. So, the students can get positive effect in their 
study. And the teacher can easily teach and give knowledge for 
her student.  
b) The Utterance 2.2 
Tidak Takut Melakukan Segala Hal (directive utterance) 
 
 
Every people has the ability for speak and has interaction 
with other people. But sometimes, people especially students 
feel afraid to do something. So it is have a many impact in 
learning activity. This feeling usually show when the students 
being in the new situation. In this situation, the teacher is wants 
to improve the student’s motivation in learning English. The 
teacher is wants to increase students confident and student’s 
ability.  Tidak Takut Melakukan Segala Hal, its means that, 
every students must feel confident when they study especially in 
English learning.  When the students have confident in learning, 
they can easily get the best result in learning. The student can’t 
feel afraid when the teacher asked anything about the material. 
So the situation in teaching learning process can be success, and 
the students can enjoy in English learning process. 
 
c) The Utterance 2.3 
Merubah Cara Pandang dan Pola Pikir (directive utterance) 
Mindset is the magnet that very strong. And the mindset 
can influence a behavior every people. So, the teacher tried to 
change the mindset of every student’s. Its hope every student can 
get more motivation in learning. When give motivation, the 
teacher persuade each student to read the text in slide about this 
utterance motivation. The teacher hope every student is can 
 
 
understand with the utterance motivation. So they can change 
their mindset in learning. And the teacher is hope that the 
students can change their mindset in learning not only in English 
learning, but also in another lesson. Because in each lesson needs 
the more focus in learn. 
d) The Utterances 2.4 (directive utterance) 
Jangan Pernah Mengeluh Dalam Mengerjakan Suatu Pekerjaan 
From the utterance we can know that always complain 
when we tried to do something we are can’t get the better result, 
we cannot feel comfort in learning. Complain just can make the 
situation in class felt bored. We are can’t enjoy our activity in 
class, we are cannot get the positive effect and result from what 
we learn in every day. So, as a student we must make the 
happiness situation in class, with the happiness situation we can 
feel comfort and we can tried the many  positive activities in 
learning without complain anything. 
4. The Teacher Means with The Utterance 
In this subchapter, the researcher want to explain about the teacher 
means and the benefit of utterance motivation in teaching learning process, 
it as bellow: 
a. The means of utterance motivation by the teacher. 
1) The teacher motive student to do best, so it can be stimulus or driver 
in learning process. The teacher is hope that motivation not only 
 
 
about words, but also with motivation every people can do and think 
about anything. 
2) Teacher want create their student to be more active in English 
teaching learning process. When student more active in class, it 
have a good damage students ability. Student can do anything that 
can be make students to understand the material. Motivation can 
decisive the way of action to achieve the goal. Its means that every 
people or students always have goal in their life, they may dream 
about anything that they like. So, if they want to achieve the goal, 
they must have the motivation to make dreams comes true. 
3) Motivation can help to selecting activity, its means that we must 
choose the activity that must we do and not must we do. With the 
selecting activity, it can help every student to have more time for 
learning. So, it can increase the ability of each student in English 
learning. Motivation can help every student’s to get positive 
benefit in learning. 
4) Motivation can help student to give more pay attention in learning 
process, especially in English learning. With give more attention 
in learning, every student will get more knowledge and 
information about anything in teaching learning process. Every 
student can more easily to do task from their teacher.  
b. The Benefit of Motivation 
1) Motivation as a driver of activity.  
 
 
At the first, the students may don’t have spirit to learn, but 
maybe there was something to look for, so it is can make every 
student interest in learning. With their feel of curiosity is   
encourages students to learn. It is the attitude that ultimately 
underlines and leads to a have actions in learning. Thus, the 
motivation that serves as the driving force affects what of student’s 
attitude should take in order to learn. 
2) Motivation as stimulus of behavior.  
The psychology impulse that be delivered the attitude of students 
it was an unstoppable force. Students will perform activities with all 
soul and body. Intellect and mind proceed with the attitude of the 
body that tends to be subject to the will of learning action. 
3) Motivation as a director of action.  
That is by decide what actions should be done that support in 
order to achieve the goal, by setting aside actions that are not 
beneficial to that goal. 
Based on the explanation above, we are can know that 
motivation have the important role for students to achieve the goals. 
The goal of motivation is can be moving students to improve the 
anxiety for learning. The actions to motivate will be more successful 
if the goal is clear and aware to the needs of the motivated person. 
c. The means of utterance motivation by the teacher. 
1) The teacher motive student to do best, so it can be stimulus or driver 
in learning process. The teacher is hope that motivation not only 
 
 
about words, but also with motivation every people can do and 
think about anything. 
2) Motivation can decisive the way of action to achieve the goal. Its 
means that every people or students always have goal in their life, 
they may dream about anything that they like. So, if they want to 
achieve the goal, they must have the motivation to make dreams 
comes true. 
3) Motivation can help to selecting activity, its means that we must 
choose the activity that must we do and not must we do. With the 
selecting activity, it can help every student to have more time for 
learning. So, it can increase the ability of each student in English 
learning. Motivation can help every student’s to get positive 
benefit in learning. 
4) Motivation can help student to give more pay attention in learning 
process, especially in English learning. With give more attention 
in learning, every student will get more knowledge and 
information about anything in teaching learning process. Every 
student can more easily to do task from their teacher.  
B. DISCUSSION  
Based on the data, the researcher made the general interpretation of all 
of the utterance motivation by the teacher at MTsN 1 Surakarta. All these 
interpretations are used to answers the question in this research. The details of 
the discussion are discussed as follows: 
1. The utterances used by the teacher to motivate students 
 
 
The result of the analysis is showed that it is found the motivation 
utterance by the teacher in teaching learning process. There are many 
utterance motivation that we can found from the researcher have observation 
in the second class at MTsN 1 Surakarta. The first observation, the researcher 
found the 4 utterance motivation, the second observation the researcher 
found 4 utterance motivations, and the third observation, the researcher just 
found 3 of utterance motivation.  And all of the utterances have the same 
goal for the teacher.  From the first observation until the third observation, 
the researcher found the different situation in the class from beginning until 
the end of lesson. 
Motivation is most important in learning activity, because with 
motivation its can pushed the spirit students for study. But if there isn’t 
motivation it can make weaken spirit of learning. Teacher as an educated 
must know what are the students wanted in learning. Some of students maybe 
have the different mindset with another student’s. And they more feel afraid 
in their learning. But there are students that have motivation in learning, so 
it is damage in their result, they can get the better and success in the result of 
learning. 
Every student’s that come to school has the difference understand 
about him/his self. They have the overview in him/his self as the human in 
an environment. The student has many things after and before the teacher 
given a motivation. But in the third observation, the situation of class more 
 
 
different, the student can control their activity that can disturb their activity 
in learning. So the teacher can give the material with easily. 
From this result of the description above, we can know that utterance 
motivation can motivate the student in learning process, especially in English 
learning.  The teacher tried to make student happy when they learning.  
With the utterance motivation, the researcher found the positive 
effect for student, the student can improve the ability in learning, and they 
can change their mindset that English learning not difficult, if they want to 
tried anything in class. 
Motivation also can improve the ability the student, they can get 
better result in their task. The student can control their activity in class, they 
can more focus in learning. So the teacher more easily to teach the students 
in English class. 
2. The teachers means by those utterances 
In the discussion above, we can know that there are many utterance 
discussion that given by the teacher when the researcher have the 
observation in MTsN 1 Surakarta. All of the utterance motivation has the 
same function for student in English learning. And the researcher found the 
different situation in class when she has observation in English class. 
The teacher has the reason why she always give an utterance 
motivation for her students. The teacher motive students to do the best in 
activity, it can be stimulus for students in learning process the teacher hope 
that motivation not only just words or utterance, but also it can motive every 
people especially students can do and think about everything in lesson. With 
motivation, the teacher hope it can be help students to give more pay 
 
 
attention in English learning process, as we can know that in learning 
process, some students sometimes doing anything that can disturb the 
activity in learning, so it is make student cannot focus with their lesson. The 
teacher want every students can give attention in their lesson, so every 
students can more easily to do task from their teacher. 
With  the utterance motivation, the researcher found the positive 
effect for students, the students can improve the ability in learning, they can 
more enjoy and focus in learning, and they can change their mindset that 
English learning not difficult, if they want to tried anything in class. 
 
  
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
C. The Conclusion 
In this chapter, the researcher comes to the concluded the result of this 
research. Based on the research finding and the discussion, the researcher finds 
that there are some effects from utterance motivation by the teacher for the 
students. Based on the discussion we can know that motivation can motivated 
student to get positive result. Motivation as a driver of an activity, motivation 
as stimulus of behavior, motivation as a director of action. Motivation not only 
can increase the ability student in learning process, but also with motivation the 
students can change their mindset to be better. With a motivation, every students 
can more confidence and feel comfort in learning process. 
In this result, we are can know the response of the student when the 
teacher given the utterance motivation in teaching learning process.  Researcher 
concludes that teacher’s utterance motivation influences on the teaching process 
and also influences on students respond the teaching process. 
 
D. Suggestion 
After having conclusion of this research, the researcher has some 
suggestion for teacher, students, and reader. Researcher has some suggestion to 
the teacher that motivation in teaching not only come from money, but also from 
love, self esteem and self actualization. Teacher must have motivation in 
teaching because without motivation teacher will passionless in teaching. 
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This suggestion is for the students, students have a obey everything that 
teachers instruct to them. Furthermore students should respect and appreciate 
the teacher’s effort in teaching and learning process. For the reader, especially 
as a future teacher, the researcher is suggested for them to develop their 
motivation to improve and to increase the quality of teaching. 
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THE ANALYSIS OF TEACHER’S UTTERANCE MOTIVATION 
Activity No Teacher’s Utterance  
Opening 
Activity 
First Meeting 
1 T: Assalamualaikum 
wr.wb 
Good morning my 
students. 
 
Making greeting to start the 
English lesson. 
 2 T: Today, I’m feel glad to 
see you for English class 
today. 
Sudahkah mengerjakan 
tugas dari ibu? 
 
Making relevant topic 
which is delivered to the all 
students in front of the 
class 
Content 3 Jangan terbiasa bercanda 
dikelas, itu bukan 
kebiasaan yang baik. Kalau 
bisa “lakukan perubahan 
positif dalam proses 
belajar" agar kalian 
merasa senang dan nyaman 
ketika belajar Bahasa 
Inggris. 
“Jangan membuat 
ketidaknyamanan di 
dalam kelas” kita belajar 
bersama, jadi harus sama 
sama menciptakan 
kenyamanan antar teman. “ 
hargai diri sendiri dan 
orang lain”. 
The teacher give the 
motivation for all student 
to make student can be 
silent when the teacher 
explain the material. 
 
 
 4 T: Sekian materi yang ibu 
sampaikan hari ini, ibu 
harap dipertemuan 
selanjutnya kalian bisa 
menciptakan suasana kelas 
yang lebih nyaman, agar 
kalian lebih mudah dalam 
memahami apa yang ibu 
ajarkan dan berikan kepada 
kalian. Thank you for 
joining this 
class.Assalamualaikum 
wr.wb. see you next time 
 
The teacher gives the 
information in clear, brief, 
orderly. Always 
concerning the situation 
and also making the 
explanation orderly and by 
avoiding ambiguity nition 
toward. 
Open Activity 
Second 
Meeting 
1 T: Let’s start our class with 
saying bismillah together  
 
Making greeting to start 
English lesson. 
 2 T: oke,are you ready for 
study? 
 
Making conversation with 
students to start the lesson. 
Content 3 T: Coba kalian kerjakan 
soal-soal yg ada d buku 
halaman 56 
The teacher make 
conversation to all students 
as informative as is 
required while the teaching 
learning process 
 
 
 
 4 T: Ayo “gunakan waktu 
sebaik mungkin” semakin 
kalian menggunakan 
waktu sebaik mungkin, 
semakin cepat kalian 
mengerjakan soal-soalnya. 
Kalau sudah selesai, ibu 
akan menunjuk beberapa 
dari kalian untuk 
membacakan hasil dari 
pekerjaan kalian. Ibu ingin 
kalian belajar jadi jangan 
takut mencoba “jangan 
takut melakukan segala 
hal” jika kalian berani 
mencoba berarti kalian 
tidak takut dalam belajar, 
itu akan melatih rasa 
percaya diri pada kalian. 
 
The teacher give some 
motivation for all students, 
to motive student to be more 
discipline and active during 
English lesson. 
 5 T: Ok. Finish. We will try 
to answers together. I will 
choose some of you to 
read. Reno, read number 1, 
please. 
 
The teacher try to make 
students can be active in 
class. 
 6 T: Ok student. Before close 
our English class today, we 
will saying hamdalaham 
together. 
Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
See you 
The teacher close the class 
together with his students 
 
 
Opening 
activity 
Third Meeting 
1. T: Assalamualaikum wr. 
Wb. Good morming my 
students.  
The teacher opening the 
class. 
 2 T: Anybody absent today? The teacher make 
conversation to his all 
students as informative as is 
required while the teaching 
learning process happen in 
the classroom 
Content 3 T: Ok, who wants to help 
me to write on the 
whiteboard? Adakah yang 
mau? Maybe Gita, can you 
help me? 
 
The teacher making 
conversation with all 
student to make students 
active in class. 
 4 T: Apa yang kita pelajari 
dengan perasaan senang, 
tak kan pernah kita 
lupakan. 
Bagi yang hasilnya belum 
memuaskan jangan 
berkecil hati, “Jangan Malu 
Ketika Kita Mendapat 
Nilai Jelek, Malulah Ketika 
Mendapat Nilai Bagus 
Tetapi Hasil Dari 
Mencontek”. 
 
The teacher give some 
motivation for all student, 
the teacher hope that the 
students can feel comfort 
and happy in learning 
English. The teacher also 
give a motivation for 
students to always have 
spirit in learning. 
 
 
 
 
 
1. First Meeting 
Class : 8B 
Time : 10.15-11.45 
Lesson : English  
1)  Opening Activity,  
T: assalamualaikum wr.wb 
Good morning my students. 
S:  wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
good morning Bu Ari 
T: Today, I’m feel glad to see you for English class today. 
Sudahkah mengerjakan tugas dari ibu? 
2) Content 
S: of course, but there are some of theme is difficult. 
T: Tolong kumpulkan tugasnya, selanjutnya kita mulai 
membahas ke materi selanjutnya. 
S: oke bu, laksanakan 
T: Ayo jangan ramai ya, kita baru akan masuk pelajaran ketika 
kalian bisa tenang. Jangan terbiasa bercanda dikelas, itu 
bukan kebiasaan yang baik. Kalau bisa “lakukan 
perubahan positif dalam proses belajar" agar kalian 
merasa senang dan nyaman ketika belajar Bahasa Inggris. 
Sudah bisa dimulai belum nih pelajaran Bahasa Inggrisnya? 
S: Baik bu, I will try. 
 
 
T:  Baiklah, buka buku kalian, dan perhatikan penjelasan dari 
ibu 
T: Tolong tenang murid murid, “Jangan membuat 
ketidaknyamanan di dalam kelas” kita belajar bersama, 
jadi harus sama sama menciptakan kenyamanan antar teman. 
“ hargai diri sendiri dan orang lain”. Kalau kalian pengen 
mendapat hasil yang baik, ayo kita sama sama mencoba 
saling menghargai. 
T: Who don’t understand? Do you understand or not?Jika ada 
yang belum dimengerti bisa disampaikan kepada ibu. Jika 
tidak ada kita review materi kita pada hari  
S:  Sudah paham bu. 
T:  Baiklah kita ulang sebentar apa saja yang kita pelajari hari 
ini 
T:  Sekian materi yang ibu sampaikan hari ini, ibu harap 
dipertemuan selanjutnya kalian bisa menciptakan suasana 
kelas yang lebih nyaman, agar kalian lebih mudah dalam 
memahami apa yang ibu ajarkan dan berikan kepada kalian. 
Thank you for joining this class.Assalamualaikum wr.wb. 
see you next time 
S:  Waalaikumsalam wr.wb 
a).  The Utterances 1.1 
lakukan Perubahan Positif Dalam Belajar 
   b). The Utterance 1.2 
 
 
   Jangan Membuat Ketidaknyamanan di Dalam Kelas 
c). The Utterances 1.3 
Hargai Diri Sendiri Jika Ingin Sukses 
d). The Utterances 1.4 
Berani dan Mau Bertanggung Jawab Dengan Apa Yang 
Dikerjakan 
2. Second Meeting 
Class : 8B 
Time :10.15-11.45 
Lesson  : English 
1). Opening Activity 
T: How are you today? 
S:  Fine thank you. And you? 
T:  Yes of course, fine. 
let’s start our class with saying bismillah together  
S: Bissmillahhirrohmanirohim 
2).Content 
T:  oke,are you ready for study? 
S:  Yes, I’m ready bu 
T:  Tegar, tolong baca tulisan pada slide. 
 S:  Baik bu, akan saya coba. 
T: Good, itu tandanya kamu sudah berani dan mau berusaha 
untuk mencoba   
T:  Coba kalian kerjakan soal-soal yg ada d buku halaman 56 
 
 
S:  Oke bu, jangan banyak banyak ya bu 
T:  Banyak atau sedikit tergantung kalian yang mengerjakan 
T:   Ayo “gunakan waktu sebaik mungkin” semakin kalian 
menggunakan waktu sebaik mungkin, semakin cepat kalian 
mengerjakan soal-soalnya. Kalau sudah selesai, ibu akan 
menunjuk beberapa dari kalian untuk membacakan hasil dari 
pekerjaan kalian. Ibu ingin kalian belajar jadi jangan takut 
mencoba “jangan takut melakukan segala hal” jika kalian 
berani mencoba berarti kalian tidak takut dalam belajar, itu 
akan melatih rasa percaya diri pada kalian. 
T:  Ok. Finish. We will try to answers together. I will choose 
some of you to read. Reno, read number 1, please. 
S: Yes, I will 
T: Ok, the last number. Rio please. 
T: Ok student. Before close our English class today, we will 
saying hamdalaham together. Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
See you 
a). The Utterances 2.1 
Gunakan Waktu Sebaik Mungkin 
b). The Utterances 2.2 
Tidak Takut Melakukan Segala Hal 
c). The Utterances 2.3 
Merubah Cara Pandang dan Pola Pikir 
 
 
d). The Utterances 2.4 
Jangan Pernah Mengeluh Dalam Mengerjakan Suatu Pekerjaan 
3. Third Meeting 
Class  : 8B 
Time  : 07.00-08.40 
Lesson  : English 
1) Opening Activity 
T:  Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. Good morming my students  
S:  Waalaikumsalam wr.wb. Good morning Bu Ari. 
T:  How are you today? 
S:  I’m fine. And you? 
T: I’m fine, thank you. Let’s start our class with saying 
bismillah together 
S:  Bismillahhirrohmannirrohim 
2)Content 
T:  Anybody absent today? 
S:  No, Nobody 
T: Ok students, have a look at the whiteboard here. 
T: Ok, for exercise number 1, it is right or wrong? 
S: It is right 
T:  Yes, it is right. 
T:  Apa yang kita pelajari dengan perasaan senang, tak kan 
pernah kita lupakan. 
 
 
T:  Ok, who wants to help me to write on the whiteboard? 
Adakah yang mau? Maybe Gita, can you help me? 
S:  Baik bu, I will try 
T:  Who wants to do answers a question that Gita write in 
whiteboard? 
T: Ok student, today we study about many things. Ibu Ari 
wants you as a students can more active in English learning. 
Karena apa, jika kalian tau bahwa “masa depan kalian itu 
akan mulai dibentuk pada hari ini bukan besok. Jadi ibu 
ingin kalian lebih bersemangat lagi. 
T: Ok. Ibu akan membagi hasil dari tugas kalian di pertemuan 
yang lalu. 
T: Baiklah, ada yang belum mendapatkan pekerjaannya? 
S: Sudah semua bu. 
T: Baiklah. Bagi yang hasilnya belum memuaskan jangan 
berkecil hati, “Jangan Malu Ketika Kita Mendapat Nilai 
Jelek, Malulah Ketika Mendapat Nilai Bagus Tetapi Hasil 
Dari Mencontek”. Ibu sudah cukup senang ketika kalian 
mau mencoba. 
T: Ok, any question? Jika tidak ada mari kita tutup pelajaran 
hari ini dengan saying hamdalah together. See you next 
week. 
 
 
 
a). The Utterance 3.1 
Apa yang Kita Pelajari dengan Perasaan Senang, Tak kan Pernah 
Kita Lupakan 
b). The Utterances 3.2 
Masa Depan Kalian itu Akan Mulai Dibentuk Pada Hari ini Bukan 
Besok. 
c).The Utterances 3.3 
Jangan Malu Ketika Kita Mendapat Nilai Jelek, Malulah Ketika 
Mendapat Nilai Bagus Tetapi Hasil Dari Mencontek 
  
 
 
Appendix 
THE ANALYSIS OF TEACHER’S UTTERANCE MOTIVATION 
Activity No Teacher’s Utterance  
Opening 
Activity 
First Meeting 
1 T: Assalamualaikum 
wr.wb 
Good morning my 
students. 
 
Making greeting to start the 
English lesson. 
 2 T: Today, I’m feel glad to 
see you for English class 
today. 
Sudahkah mengerjakan 
tugas dari ibu? 
 
Making relevant topic 
which is delivered to the all 
students in front of the 
class 
Content 3 Jangan terbiasa bercanda 
dikelas, itu bukan 
kebiasaan yang baik. Kalau 
bisa “lakukan perubahan 
positif dalam proses 
belajar" agar kalian 
merasa senang dan nyaman 
ketika belajar Bahasa 
Inggris. 
“Jangan membuat 
ketidaknyamanan di 
dalam kelas” kita belajar 
bersama, jadi harus sama 
sama menciptakan 
kenyamanan antar teman. “ 
The teacher give the 
motivation for all student 
to make student can be 
silent when the teacher 
explain the material. 
 
 
hargai diri sendiri dan 
orang lain”. 
 4 T: Sekian materi yang ibu 
sampaikan hari ini, ibu 
harap dipertemuan 
selanjutnya kalian bisa 
menciptakan suasana kelas 
yang lebih nyaman, agar 
kalian lebih mudah dalam 
memahami apa yang ibu 
ajarkan dan berikan kepada 
kalian. Thank you for 
joining this 
class.Assalamualaikum 
wr.wb. see you next time 
 
The teacher gives the 
information in clear, brief, 
orderly. Always 
concerning the situation 
and also making the 
explanation orderly and by 
avoiding ambiguity nition 
toward. 
Open Activity 
Second 
Meeting 
1 T: Let’s start our class with 
saying bismillah together  
 
Making greeting to start 
English lesson. 
 2 T: oke,are you ready for 
study? 
 
Making conversation with 
students to start the lesson. 
 
 
Content 3 T: Coba kalian kerjakan 
soal-soal yg ada d buku 
halaman 56 
The teacher make 
conversation to all students 
as informative as is 
required while the teaching 
learning process 
 
 4 T: Ayo “gunakan waktu 
sebaik mungkin” semakin 
kalian menggunakan 
waktu sebaik mungkin, 
semakin cepat kalian 
mengerjakan soal-soalnya. 
Kalau sudah selesai, ibu 
akan menunjuk beberapa 
dari kalian untuk 
membacakan hasil dari 
pekerjaan kalian. Ibu ingin 
kalian belajar jadi jangan 
takut mencoba “jangan 
takut melakukan segala 
hal” jika kalian berani 
mencoba berarti kalian 
tidak takut dalam belajar, 
itu akan melatih rasa 
percaya diri pada kalian. 
 
The teacher give some 
motivation for all students, 
to motive student to be more 
discipline and active during 
English lesson. 
 5 T: Ok. Finish. We will try 
to answers together. I will 
choose some of you to 
read. Reno, read number 1, 
please. 
 
The teacher try to make 
students can be active in 
class. 
 
 
 6 T: Ok student. Before close 
our English class today, we 
will saying hamdalaham 
together. 
Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
See you 
The teacher close the class 
together with his students 
Opening 
activity 
Third Meeting 
1. T: Assalamualaikum wr. 
Wb. Good morming my 
students.  
The teacher opening the 
class. 
 2 T: Anybody absent today? The teacher make 
conversation to his all 
students as informative as is 
required while the teaching 
learning process happen in 
the classroom 
Content 3 T: Ok, who wants to help 
me to write on the 
whiteboard? Adakah yang 
mau? Maybe Gita, can you 
help me? 
 
The teacher making 
conversation with all 
student to make students 
active in class. 
 4 T: Apa yang kita pelajari 
dengan perasaan senang, 
tak kan pernah kita 
lupakan. 
Bagi yang hasilnya belum 
memuaskan jangan 
berkecil hati, “Jangan Malu 
Ketika Kita Mendapat 
Nilai Jelek, Malulah Ketika 
Mendapat Nilai Bagus 
The teacher give some 
motivation for all student, 
the teacher hope that the 
students can feel comfort 
and happy in learning 
English. The teacher also 
give a motivation for 
students to always have 
spirit in learning. 
 
 
Tetapi Hasil Dari 
Mencontek”. 
 
 
 
 
1. First Meeting 
Class : 8B 
Time : 10.15-11.45 
Lesson : English  
1)  Opening Activity,  
T: assalamualaikum wr.wb 
Good morning my students. 
S:  wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
good morning Bu Ari 
T: Today, I’m feel glad to see you for English class today. 
Sudahkah mengerjakan tugas dari ibu? 
2) Content 
S: of course, but there are some of theme is difficult. 
 
 
T: Tolong kumpulkan tugasnya, selanjutnya kita mulai 
membahas ke materi selanjutnya. 
S: oke bu, laksanakan 
T: Ayo jangan ramai ya, kita baru akan masuk pelajaran ketika 
kalian bisa tenang. Jangan terbiasa bercanda dikelas, itu 
bukan kebiasaan yang baik. Kalau bisa “lakukan 
perubahan positif dalam proses belajar" agar kalian 
merasa senang dan nyaman ketika belajar Bahasa Inggris. 
Sudah bisa dimulai belum nih pelajaran Bahasa Inggrisnya? 
S: Baik bu, I will try. 
T:  Baiklah, buka buku kalian, dan perhatikan penjelasan dari 
ibu 
T: Tolong tenang murid murid, “Jangan membuat 
ketidaknyamanan di dalam kelas” kita belajar bersama, 
jadi harus sama sama menciptakan kenyamanan antar teman. 
“ hargai diri sendiri dan orang lain”. Kalau kalian pengen 
mendapat hasil yang baik, ayo kita sama sama mencoba 
saling menghargai. 
T: Who don’t understand? Do you understand or not?Jika ada 
yang belum dimengerti bisa disampaikan kepada ibu. Jika 
tidak ada kita review materi kita pada hari  
S:  Sudah paham bu. 
T:  Baiklah kita ulang sebentar apa saja yang kita pelajari hari 
ini 
 
 
T:  Sekian materi yang ibu sampaikan hari ini, ibu harap 
dipertemuan selanjutnya kalian bisa menciptakan suasana 
kelas yang lebih nyaman, agar kalian lebih mudah dalam 
memahami apa yang ibu ajarkan dan berikan kepada kalian. 
Thank you for joining this class.Assalamualaikum wr.wb. 
see you next time 
S:  Waalaikumsalam wr.wb 
a).  The Utterances 1.1 
lakukan Perubahan Positif Dalam Belajar 
   b). The Utterance 1.2 
   Jangan Membuat Ketidaknyamanan di Dalam Kelas 
c). The Utterances 1.3 
Hargai Diri Sendiri Jika Ingin Sukses 
d). The Utterances 1.4 
Berani dan Mau Bertanggung Jawab Dengan Apa Yang 
Dikerjakan 
2. Second Meeting 
Class : 8B 
Time :10.15-11.45 
Lesson  : English 
1). Opening Activity 
T: How are you today? 
S:  Fine thank you. And you? 
T:  Yes of course, fine. 
 
 
let’s start our class with saying bismillah together  
S: Bissmillahhirrohmanirohim 
2).Content 
T:  oke,are you ready for study? 
S:  Yes, I’m ready bu 
T:  Tegar, tolong baca tulisan pada slide. 
 S:  Baik bu, akan saya coba. 
T: Good, itu tandanya kamu sudah berani dan mau berusaha 
untuk mencoba   
T:  Coba kalian kerjakan soal-soal yg ada d buku halaman 56 
S:  Oke bu, jangan banyak banyak ya bu 
T:  Banyak atau sedikit tergantung kalian yang mengerjakan 
T:   Ayo “gunakan waktu sebaik mungkin” semakin kalian 
menggunakan waktu sebaik mungkin, semakin cepat kalian 
mengerjakan soal-soalnya. Kalau sudah selesai, ibu akan 
menunjuk beberapa dari kalian untuk membacakan hasil dari 
pekerjaan kalian. Ibu ingin kalian belajar jadi jangan takut 
mencoba “jangan takut melakukan segala hal” jika kalian 
berani mencoba berarti kalian tidak takut dalam belajar, itu 
akan melatih rasa percaya diri pada kalian. 
T:  Ok. Finish. We will try to answers together. I will choose 
some of you to read. Reno, read number 1, please. 
S: Yes, I will 
 
 
T: Ok, the last number. Rio please. 
T: Ok student. Before close our English class today, we will 
saying hamdalaham together. Wassalamualaikum wr.wb. 
See you 
a). The Utterances 2.1 
Gunakan Waktu Sebaik Mungkin 
b). The Utterances 2.2 
Tidak Takut Melakukan Segala Hal 
c). The Utterances 2.3 
Merubah Cara Pandang dan Pola Pikir 
d). The Utterances 2.4 
Jangan Pernah Mengeluh Dalam Mengerjakan Suatu Pekerjaan 
3. Third Meeting 
Class  : 8B 
Time  : 07.00-08.40 
Lesson  : English 
1) Opening Activity 
T:  Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. Good morming my students  
S:  Waalaikumsalam wr.wb. Good morning Bu Ari. 
T:  How are you today? 
S:  I’m fine. And you? 
T: I’m fine, thank you. Let’s start our class with saying 
bismillah together 
 
 
S:  Bismillahhirrohmannirrohim 
2)Content 
T:  Anybody absent today? 
S:  No, Nobody 
T: Ok students, have a look at the whiteboard here. 
T: Ok, for exercise number 1, it is right or wrong? 
S: It is right 
T:  Yes, it is right. 
T:  Apa yang kita pelajari dengan perasaan senang, tak kan 
pernah kita lupakan. 
T:  Ok, who wants to help me to write on the whiteboard? 
Adakah yang mau? Maybe Gita, can you help me? 
S:  Baik bu, I will try 
T:  Who wants to do answers a question that Gita write in 
whiteboard? 
T: Ok student, today we study about many things. Ibu Ari 
wants you as a students can more active in English learning. 
Karena apa, jika kalian tau bahwa “masa depan kalian itu 
akan mulai dibentuk pada hari ini bukan besok. Jadi ibu 
ingin kalian lebih bersemangat lagi. 
T: Ok. Ibu akan membagi hasil dari tugas kalian di pertemuan 
yang lalu. 
T: Baiklah, ada yang belum mendapatkan pekerjaannya? 
 
 
S: Sudah semua bu. 
T: Baiklah. Bagi yang hasilnya belum memuaskan jangan 
berkecil hati, “Jangan Malu Ketika Kita Mendapat Nilai 
Jelek, Malulah Ketika Mendapat Nilai Bagus Tetapi Hasil 
Dari Mencontek”. Ibu sudah cukup senang ketika kalian 
mau mencoba. 
T: Ok, any question? Jika tidak ada mari kita tutup pelajaran 
hari ini dengan saying hamdalah together. See you next 
week. 
 
a). The Utterance 3.1 
Apa yang Kita Pelajari dengan Perasaan Senang, Tak kan Pernah 
Kita Lupakan 
b). The Utterances 3.2 
Masa Depan Kalian itu Akan Mulai Dibentuk Pada Hari ini Bukan 
Besok. 
c).The Utterances 3.3 
Jangan Malu Ketika Kita Mendapat Nilai Jelek, Malulah Ketika 
Mendapat Nilai Bagus Tetapi Hasil Dari Mencontek 
 
 
